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Abstract

Vascular abnormalities contribute to many diseases such as cancer and diabetic retinopathy. In angiogenesis new blood
vessels, headed by a migrating tip cell, sprout from pre-existing vessels in response to signals, e.g., vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF). Tip cells meet and fuse (anastomosis) to form blood-flow supporting loops. Tip cell selection is
achieved by Dll4-Notch mediated lateral inhibition resulting, under normal conditions, in an interleaved arrangement of tip
and non-migrating stalk cells. Previously, we showed that the increased VEGF levels found in many diseases can cause the
delayed negative feedback of lateral inhibition to produce abnormal oscillations of tip/stalk cell fates. Here we describe the
development and implementation of a novel physics-based hierarchical agent model, tightly coupled to in vivo data, to
explore the system dynamics as perpetual lateral inhibition combines with tip cell migration and fusion. We explore the
tipping point between normal and abnormal sprouting as VEGF increases. A novel filopodia-adhesion driven migration
mechanism is presented and validated against in vivo data. Due to the unique feature of ongoing lateral inhibition,
‘stabilised’ tip/stalk cell patterns show sensitivity to the formation of new cell-cell junctions during fusion: we predict cell
fates can reverse. The fusing tip cells become inhibited and neighbouring stalk cells flip fate, recursively providing new tip
cells. Junction size emerges as a key factor in establishing a stable tip/stalk pattern. Cell-cell junctions elongate as tip cells
migrate, which is shown to provide positive feedback to lateral inhibition, causing it to be more susceptible to pathological
oscillations. Importantly, down-regulation of the migratory pathway alone is shown to be sufficient to rescue the sprouting
system from oscillation and restore stability. Thus we suggest the use of migration inhibitors as therapeutic agents for
vascular normalisation in cancer.
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Introduction

Sprouting angiogenesis [1] is integral to a plethora of normal

and pathological biological processes, such as embryonic devel-

opment, wound healing and cancer. Sprouts are headed by

migrating tip cells, which exert pulling forces on their neighbour-

ing stalk cells. Tip cells are guided by, amongst other signals,

external VEGF gradients released by nearby oxygen deficient

tissue [2]. Tip cells meet and fuse, forming blood vessel loops

(anastomosis) which can support flow, though the full mechanism

remains unclear [3]. A dense vascular network builds up, which is

later pruned by remodelling processes related to flow [4].

Under pathological conditions, such as cancer and diabetic

retinopathy, overly high VEGF concentrations are observed,

resulting in aberrant sprouting and a tortuous, leaky network with

poor perfusion [5,6]. Normalisation of blood vessel development in

disease has important therapeutic potential. Improving vascular-

isation and blood flow in cancer can reduce the occurrence of

metastatic cells by lowering tumour hypoxia and mutation rate

[6]. Normalisation also improves drug delivery by creating better

supply lines to the tumour cells [6]. Our overall aim is to first use a

systems approach to understand how changes in VEGF result in a

switch between normal and abnormal tip cell selection, sprouting

and fusion and then predict methods to tip the balance back to

normal angiogenesis in disease. Our main approach is computa-

tional modelling, which has been highlighted as essential when the

dynamics of a process are so intricate and multi-faceted that

predicting the outcome of perturbations is no longer intuitive [7].

However, whilst the model we present here is an adaptable,

modular, generic computer algorithm, easily transferable to the

investigation of cell motility/signalling dynamics in a diverse range

of biological applications, it is highly important that models

maintain focus if we are to answer specific questions in a chosen

biological domain. Therefore, we keep our parsimonious in silico

model closely tied to quantitative in vivo angiogenesis imaging data

throughout the paper; an approach recently highlighted as

imperative for understanding complex developmental systems [8].

Angiogenesis has previously been modelled using a variety of

approaches including cellular automata and continuum models

[9–14]. Individual-based approaches, such as agent-based model-

ling used here, have been highlighted as more appropriate over

continuum methods for sprouting simulations, which involve low

numbers of cells [15]. Other models considering the early stages of

angiogenic sprouting have focussed on endothelial cells themselves

releasing diffusible attractants and inhibitors [15–18]. However,

recent evidence shows Dll4-Notch juxtacrine signalling drives
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sprout initialisation and external gradients of attractants released

by oxygen deficient tissue guides the sprouting process [2,19].

Recently a simple binary model of tip cell selection was used in a

sprouting model [20], but did not involve the essential ingredient

of dynamic Dll4-Notch lateral inhibition and instead allocated tip

cell status based on exceeding a single threshold of environmental

VEGF.

In our work, by modelling the full interconnected pathways and

protein interactions underlying tip cell selection and migration, we

elucidate the combined, system level effects of ongoing lateral

inhibition with migration, fusion and increasing VEGF concen-

trations. The central, novel feature of this model is that tip/stalk

cell fates are continually in flux, due to the realistic modelling of

ongoing Dll4/Notch lateral inhibition, known to control tip cell

selection [19]. Fates are not permanently fixed, as in other models

[16,20]. This yields significant new insights into the subtle

dynamics, sensitivities and recursive nature of the process.

Moreover, to the Authors knowledge, this is the first computer

model to consider physical mechanisms of filopodia (long, thin,

dynamic actin-based membrane protrusions) led migration of

adhered endothelial cells in vessels, the complex morphological

changes that occur in cell shape and junction size during

sprouting/fusion and the spatial feedback this gives to the ongoing

signalling networks.

An agent-based model is utilised here as it provides a simple,

effective methodology for capturing the distributed hierachical and

morphological aspects of the multiscale sprouting process. Physical

tension in the membrane is modelled by the inclusion of springs

following Hookes law, connecting the memAgents, see Fig 1(A),

facilitating realistic modelling of filopodia-led cell migration.

Springs have been employed to great effect in a number of other

biological models, such as in nematode sperm migration [21],

where springs simulate internal actin filament cross-connections

driving the lamellapodia of a single cell. Another example uses

springs to mimic forces between cells, of migrating enterocytes in the

intestine [22] and epithelial cells dividing and sorting in the

intestinal crypt [23]. However, here we make the significant

extension that springs model both the internal actin-based cortical

tension and filopodia driven migration in single cells, but also the

higher, cell-cell level interactions of multiple, adhered cells.

Author Summary

Abnormal vasculature exacerbates many diseases such as
cancer and diabetic retinopathy. In angiogenesis new
blood vessels, headed by a migrating tip cell, sprout from
pre-existing vessels in response to chemical signals. The
signals are released from newly oxygen deficient tissue.
The signals are known to be different in disease and are
thought to cause the process of angiogenesis to progress
abnormally, though the reasons for this remain unclear.
Normalisation of angiogenesis has great potential as a
therapeutic strategy; it has been shown to reduce
metastasis and improve drug delivery in tumours. Here
we focus on the behaviours of three inter-related initial
angiogenic pathways associated with changes in tissue
signal conditions, utilising both in silico and in vivo
approaches. By the construction and implementation of
a novel computational model for cell motility and signal
processing we present a new theory on why angiogenesis
exhibits such sensitivity to signal changes and show that
the behaviour in disease is surprisingly more robust than
normal functioning. This we attribute to the positive
feedback of cell migration reinforcing abnormal oscilla-
tions in cell fate selection. We make the unique prediction
that normalisation could be achieved by reducing cell
migration alone.

Figure 1. Overview of the spring-agent model. (A) An endothelial cell is represented by a cylindrical, single layer square lattice mesh of agents,
connected by springs, the physical properties for which follow Hookes Law. At either end (adjacent cells not shown) specialised junction springs and
agents (pink) connect the cell to its neighbour cells along the vessel. (B) The underlying pathways modelled. VEGF activates VEGFR-2 receptors
leading to both upregulation of Dll4 ligands and activation of actin polymerisation. Actin-based filopodia create positive feedback by increasing the
cells surface area and aiding migration up the VEGF gradient, resulting in increased VEGF exposure. Dll4 binds to Notch receptors on neighbouring
cells generating negative feedback by down regulating VEGFR-2 receptors. (C) To grow a filopodia a new agent and spring are created, see text for
more details. When a filopodia spring exceeds the threshold length (sLmax) a new node is inserted half way along the spring. It is given state ‘shaft’
and a focal adhesion. The original spring/s are deleted and new ones are created to reconnect the agents. Upon insertion of new nodes a spring
connecting the top node back to the next node is also created. This is needed if the filopodia top node begins to retract. (D) As the filopodia extends
shaft adhesions are created at regular intervals.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g001
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Fig. 1(B) shows the pathways we include in the model in a

simplified manner: the actin driven migration pathway and the

Notch-driven selection pathway; both require activation of the

receptor VEGFR-2. Migration is known to occur through the

kinases p38 and PI3K, leading to actin polymerisation and

filopodia-led migratory behaviour [24–26]. It can be seen as a

positive feedback loop as further actin-driven movement forward

will increase the input signal of VEGF. The Notch pathway is a

negative feedback loop: VEGF binds to VEGFR-2 receptors on

the endothelial cells, which up-regulates expression of the ligand

Dll4 [27]. Dll4 binds to Notch receptors on neighbouring cells via

juxtacrine signalling and results in the down-regulation of

VEGFR-2 receptors in the neighbour cell [28–30]. Under normal

conditions this lateral inhibition has been shown, in silico and in

vivo, to generate an evenly scattered arrangement of tip cells

separated by not more than two stalk cells (termed a ‘salt and

pepper pattern’). Moreover, under pathological conditions we

previously predicted that cell fates can oscillate [31]. This is

consistent with observations made in other systems, where

negative feedback combined with high input signals and delays

(caused by rates of gene expression and protein transport)

produces oscillations [32].

Three separate investigations were performed with the model

leading to the following main conclusions/predictions. First,

analysis of emergent behaviour observed in the model led to the

prediction that, under normal VEGF conditions, tip cell fusion

locally disrupts stabilised tip/stalk selection patterns, by altering

the network of interconnected cells, and causes a local flip in tip/

stalk fates; the new junction formed when tip cells fuse creates a

new influence on the ongoing lateral inhibition. In contrast,

oscillations in tip/stalk fate, occurring in high VEGF, are shown to

be robust to anastomosis events. Secondly we predict tip cell

migration alone has a destabilising effect on Dll4/Notch selection

as it causes lengthening and distortion of cell-cell junction sizes.

Junction size changes affect the strength of Dll4/Notch signalling

between different neighbours. This is shown to contribute to the

switch between normal and pathological angiogenesis. We go on

to make a novel prediction for therapeutic intervention from this

study: reducing migration can normalise sprouting in pathologi-

cally high VEGF environments. Finally, validation of a novel

filopodia-adhesion driven mechanism for migration, based on the

filopodia-adhesion driven migration of neuronal growth cones

described in [33], is presented by comparing our in silico model

with in vivo data from zebrafish vascular development.

Model

The novel Spring-Agent model presented here is based on the

agent-based model described in [31] with the significant extension

that here physical cortical tension is included, by incorporating

springs following Hookes law. Here we will limit description to

focus on the new aspect of spring inclusion only, see Supporting

Information (text S1) for a brief overview of the original model and

for full details see [31].

The Spring-Agent model is hierarchical. A cell ‘agent’ is

comprised of smaller agents, which represent sections of the cell

membrane (termed ‘memAgents’). Springs connect these memA-

gents together conferring tension to the cell’s periphery, see

Fig. 1(A). MemAgent’s then act autonomously to drive local

membrane responses of the cell to local environmental changes.

Therefore, the overall behavioural responses of a cell are emergent

from the lower level interactions of its many memAgents; however,

cell agents do act as a repository for total protein activation

information across all memAgents and can use these totals to affect

the global, cellular protein levels at the next timestep (genetic

regulation).

The springs represent tension found in the underlying actin

cortex below the membrane, rather than in the membrane itself.

Membrane is known to show poor elasticity, tearing at 4% strain

and instead has a rapid addition/subtraction mechanism to

maintain the required membrane size [34]. The model therefore

also incorporates a dynamic mechanism of memAgent addition/

subtraction to maintain a smooth surface as the cell changes shape,

see surface coverage method described below. Further validation

that the tension generated by the springs gives realistic cell

curvature during migration, is given in Supporting Information

(text S2, video S5, fig S1). The springs allow realistic modelling of

actin driven filopodia extension by cells, migration and eventual

fusion by forming new cell-cell junctions between migrating cells

when they meet.

In order to accurately model local membrane movements

generated by small increments in spring length, memAgents were

simulated in three-dimensional continuous space. However, to

allow efficient assessment of each memAgent’s local environment,

memAgents were periodically snapped to a three-dimensional

gridded lattice. Due to this, more than one memAgent could exist

in one lattice site. The Moore neighbourhood, which includes the

adjacent and diagonal lattice neighbours, was used for local rule

updating. In our approach the embodied problem is considered,

rather than modelling migration in isolation, it is the interaction of

cells and environment, that is modelled. This led us to use a

standardised square lattice grid representation of space across the

cells and the environment; therefore, for simplicity, the cell’s

springs were also modelled as a square mesh. Lattice grid sites also

contained information about environmental factors such as

VEGF, as will be described.

To initialise the model, a hollow cylindrical vessel, 6 mm in

diameter (based on average capillary dimensions [35,36]) com-

prising a number of 10 mm wide connected cells was placed at the

bottom of a coordinate system, along the x axis, with an

arrangement of VEGF in the environment. To eliminate bias,

periodic boundary conditions were employed, joining the two ends

of the vessel into a continuous ring. Only the ablumenal cell

surface was simulated for simplicity; there is no cell interior. The

model was implemented in C++ using openGL graphics on a

standard workstation. See the flow diagram in Fig. 2 for a

complete overview of the simulation procedure; each new module,

shown in blue, is described below followed by a full summary of

the simulation procedure. See Table 1 for all model parameters,

including initial positions and dimensions. One grid site represents

a cube, with sides of length 0:5 mm.

Agent states
MemAgents have two states, which define their overall type and

determine the behaviours they can choose to implement: 1) their

physical state and 2) their filopodia-related location. The physical

state is set as either: node, spring or surface. Node agents have

springs connecting them to other node agents, forming the main

mesh, and are part of the physical structure of the membrane.

Spring and surface agents do not apply forces. They are created

and deleted on-the-fly, sitting upon the mesh, to maintain a

continuous membrane surface as the mesh changes shape, they are

explained in the next section. A memAgent’s physical type remains

set for its lifetime.

The filopodia state is set as either: none, base, shaft or top, see

Fig. 1(C). All memAgents are initialised in state ‘none’ (not in a

filopodia). Each memAgent is allocated a number of VEGFR-2,

Notch and Dll4 by its cell agent at each time step, as described in

Tipping The Balance
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[31] and text S1. It then changes its filopodia state based on the

accumulation of actin, accrued by local VEGF activating its

VEGFR-2 receptors. See Tables 2, 3 and 4 for the attributes and

initial settings of each agent type in the system.

Surface and spring agent coverage
As the square mesh representing the cell expands and stretches,

the space between nodes increases. In order to represent the

continuous nature of the cell surface, when snapped to the 3D

gridded lattice, a voxelisation algorithm was used. Without it holes

would occur as nodes get stretched further apart by migration

forces, leaving apparent gaps in the mesh. To cover the surface,

the space between each four-node square of the spring-agent mesh

is divided into two triangles. The triangles are then voxelised,

creating a new memAgent at each grid site that the triangle plane

passes through, see Supporting Information for details of the

voxelisation algorithm (text S3, figs S2, S3, S4, S5). The new

memAgents created to complete the surface are allocated the

physical state ‘surface’ as opposed to ‘node’. Only node agents are

allowed to extend filopodia - as these are the only agents which

can convey forces through the mesh. The ‘surface’ agents instead

sit on top of the mesh, associated with a particular surface triangle.

They pass actin they accrue from their receptor activation to the

nearest node agent of their triangle.

For continuous coverage of filopodia springs, a new memAgent

is created in every grid site that the filopodia passes through. These

‘spring’ agents pass any actin they accrue upwards towards the top

node, which can then use them to extend. When springs in a

Figure 2. Flow diagram of the model. Blue boxes indicate spring procedures. First, all membrane agents are updated in asynchronous random
order, then, based on spring length adjustments, their positions are updated. Second, each cell agent updates its total protein levels across all its
associated membrane agents, inserts new nodes where required and recalculates its surface agent coverage.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g002
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filopodium are deleted and new ones created, e.g. in shaft node

addition/deletion (described below), the spring agents associated

with the deleted springs are reassigned to the new springs. This

maintains continuity in actin token possession along the filopodia.

Spring forces
All node memAgents that do not have an adhesion to the

substrate, update their position each time step, according to the

forces being applied to them by their springs. MemAgents with an

adhesion remain stationary, anchored to their current position.

The force F on a node P of its S springs is given by:

F~
XS

i~0

ki(PNi
��!

{SNi
��!

), ð1Þ

where N is the vector position of the neighbour node at the other

end of the spring and ki is the specific spring constant for that type

of spring. There are three types of spring in the model, normal

mesh, filopodia and junction springs. See Table 1 for the specific

spring parameters of each type. Spring constants were estimated

by matching morphological curvature of tip and stalk cells with

confocal images. If ki is too high, then the curve of the cell is too

sharp and straight, thus callibrating these constants against images

yielded realistic curvature and migration speeds in the model. A

full sensitivity analysis of these spring constants was also

performed, details are given in the results section. SN is given by:

SNi~(PNi
��!

=jjPNi
��!jj):jLij, ð2Þ

where Li is the natural rest spring length for that type of spring.

The new position of node agent P is given by FP
�!

. However, since

biological membranes can contract without springing back out,

springs in the model do not generate a force when the spring

length goes below the set ideal length (Li ). Junctions between cells

are represented by a specific type of ‘junction spring’. To keep

junctions between cells tight, junction springs have a stronger

spring constant, see Table 1.

Filopodia
Biological cells are able to extend a number of different types of

protrusion [37]. Endothelial tip cells almost exclusively favour

filopodia, which contain long parallel bundles of actin filaments

[2], these help the cell to navigate [38]. We base the filopodia

dynamics in the model principally on insights from sensory growth

cone studies reported in [33], where filopodia are shown to have

three morphologically distinct regions: basal, shaft and tip

(hereafter tip is referred to as top to avoid confusion with tip

cells). Each region has its own type of adhesion with distinct

functionality. Basal adhesions are critical to filopodia initiation,

shaft adhesions inhibit veil advance (migratory advance of the cell

Table 1. Model dimensions and parameters.

Parameter Definition Setting Reference

Xg ,Yg,Zg lattice width, length, depth lv, 80, 15 mm model specific

wc width of EC agents 10 mm [35]

lv vessel length wc � cells simulation specific

rv radius of vessel 6 mm [35]

g gap between vessel and lattice boundary 2 mm model specific

Vmax max VEGFR-2 receptors 31740 calculated from [61]

Vmin min VEGFR-2 receptors 690 estimated

N Notch receptors 10,000 estimated

Dmax max Dll4 10,000 estimated from [27]

Dmin min Dll4 ligands 0 estimated

fmax max time before memAgent collapses filopodia 10 timesteps estimated from [62]

Vsink proportion of VEGF left by VEGFR-1 0.11 estimated

text Actin tokens required for filopodia extension 3 estimated

d Dll4 expression change due to VEGFR-2 2 evaluated in [31]

s VEGFR-2 expression change due to Notch 15 evaluated in [31]

r significance range for pattern stability Vmax=6:6: model specific

C strength of VEGFR-2 actin activation signal 2 evaluated in [31]

kn Mesh spring constant 0.05 optimised

kj Junction spring constant 0.4 optimised

kf Filopodia advancing spring constant 0.7 optimised

kr Filopodia retraction spring constant 0.95 optimised

Ln Mesh ideal spring length 1.0 optimised

Lj Junction ideal spring length 0.5 optimised

Lf filopodia ideal spring length 0.1 optimised

sLmax filopodia shaft spring length 2 mm [33]

Ftot maximum total length of filopodia on a cell 256 mm estimated

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.t001
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body) and the top adhesions can signal the release of all shaft

adhesions when a certain environmental stimulus is found [33].

This release allows the cell body to quickly advance in the optimal

direction.

Extension. Initial outgrowth of a filopodium is modelled as

follows. If a node agent in state ‘none’ (not in a filopodia) has

stochastically acquired new actin on the current timestep (see Text

S1 for full equations), and has a sufficient store of actin (text), it can

extend a new filopodium. In doing so, it changes to ‘base’ state and

creates a new node agent in state ‘top’ ahead of it. See [31] for

details of the actin system. The two agents are then connected by a

spring in both directions. The newly created agent at the top is

allocated an adhesion, so unless filopodia retraction is

implemented (described below) it will not be pulled back

towards the cell by the springs, and instead it pulls the non-

adhered base towards it.

To extend an already growing filopodia, a top state agent with

sufficient actin simply moves itself to a neighbouring grid site. This

fits with reported rates of filopodia extension, 0:05 mm,s{1

[38,39]. The top agent had a 90% chance of moving to the grid

neighbour with the highest VEGF concentration, otherwise a

random grid site neighbour was chosen, provided that the current

spring length increased.

Filopodia can only extend if the maximum, total filopodia

length for that cell has not been reached, see Table 1. This

maximum did not dictate a maximum filopodium length, but

rather a maximum amount of actin available, expressed in terms

of total polymer length across all filopodia. This lead to the

realistic case where some cells have one or two very long filopodia,

while others have many short filopodia.

Shaft adhesions and new nodes. To implement shaft

adhesions, a new node is created at the midpoint of a

filopodium spring when it exceeds a threshold length

(sLmax~2mm, fitting with data in [33]). See Fig. 1(C). Thus

filopodia are actually a connected chain of short springs and

nodes. This benefited the model in three ways: 1) filopodia can

bend and curve round corners, as seen in images, e.g Fig. 3(A,B);

2) the new adhered nodes inhibit migration; and 3) filopodia can

retract in discrete steps, as each spring retracts, fitting with

observational data [40]. Shaft adhesions have been shown to form

Table 2. Initial Cell agent internal knowledge settings.

Attribute Description Initial setting Range

Vc level of VEGFR-2 Vmax VminƒVcƒVmax

Vc
0 level of active VEGFR-2 0 0ƒVc

0
ƒVmax

Dc level of Dll4 0 DminƒDcƒDmax

Nc level of Notch N Nc~N

Nc
0 level of active Notch 0 0ƒNc

0
ƒN,

Nc
0 ’ effective active Notch 0 0ƒNc

0 ’ƒN

Vc
0 ’ effective active VEGFR-2 0 0ƒVc

0 ’ƒVmax

St stability score at timestep t 0 St[½0,1�
Mtot cell’s total number of memAgents 949 949ƒMtotƒ?

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.t002

Table 3. Initial memAgent internal knowledge settings.

Attribute Description Initial Setting

Vm level of VEGFR-2 Vmax=Mtot

Vm
0 level of active VEGFR-2 0

Dm level of Dll4 0

Nm level of Notch (if Jstatus~true) N=Mtot

Nm
0 level of active Notch 0

Fstatus indicates memAgent’s location in a filopodia none

Jstatus indicates if memAgent resides at a cell-cell junction true/false

Tokens no. of actin tokens 0

minusSite previous memAgent in filopodia NULL

plusSite memAgent ahead in filopodia NULL

(x,y,z) position, stored in real and integer form

node whether its a node or surface agent true/false

neighs list of node neighbours connected by springs memAgent addresses

Springs list of connected springs spring addresses

FA if a node, whether it has a focal adhesion true/false

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.t003
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in this de novo way along the filopodium, rather than being top

adhesions retained as the filopodia elongates [33].

Veil advance. Filopodia shaft adhesions are inhibitory to cell

migration until released [41]; Once released the cell body or ‘veil’

can advance along the filopodium[33]. To implement the signalled

release of shaft adhesions an agent communication method is used.

If a ‘top’ memAgent detects, in its local neighbourhood, a

memAgent from a different cell’s filopodia, it can trigger the veil

advance behaviour; the top memAgent passes a message back

down its filopodium to the next shaft node, if one exists. The

message tells it to release its adhesion, set the springs status to ‘veil

advancing’ and pass the same message down to the next node and

so on until the base node is reached. A spring with ‘veil advancing’

status can exceed the threshold length for creating a shaft node, as

inhibiting shaft adhesions no longer need to be inserted.

During veil advance a filopodium’s springs pull their unadhered

shaft nodes towards the top. Inevitably the shaft nodes collect at

the top, thus, a clear up function was implemented. When the

distance between two shaft nodes ƒ1 grid site length, the shaft

node closest to the top was deleted, along with its associated

springs. The node below was then connected by a new spring to

the node above.

Retraction. Filopodia are dynamic structures, they extend

and retract. This is implemented in the model as follows. The

filopodia’s top memAgent has a counter incremented every

consecutive timestep that the agent fails to extend. Once this

counter reaches a threshold (fmax) the agent changes its state to

‘retracting’ and releases its adhesion. Its spring then pulls it back

towards the cell body. Following the principle of the node clear-up

function described above, if the distance between the top node and

its connected neighbour node is less than or equal to one grid site

then the top node agent, and its associated springs, is deleted. If

the connected neighbour below is: a) the base node, then it is set to

‘none’ state, completing retraction; or b) a stalk node then it

becomes the new top node, with no adhesion, and retraction

continues.

Cell-cell fusion: anastomosis
As tip cells migrate, once the veil advance mechanism has been

triggered, they meet other tip cells and ‘fuse’ forming a new

junction, termed anastomosis. To implement new junction forma-

tion: if any two non-filopodia memAgents, from different tip cells,

are located on adjacent grid sites, they change their status to

‘junction’ and create a new ‘junction’ spring between them. If

either memAgent is a ‘surface’ agent, then the new junction spring

is created from the nearest node of the surface triangle to which it

belongs. If a new junction spring is created between two agents,

then new junction springs are also created between all direct

neighbour nodes in the mesh, with the corresponding node

neighbours on the other tip cell, which helps zipper up the newly

formed junction. To limit excessive junction springs, a new spring

is only created if both nodes contain no other junction springs to

the that cell.

Environment
Figure 3(A) shows blood vessels in the retina sat upon the

astrocytic network, a network of inter-connected star-shaped

astrocyte cells. The VEGF165 isoform is known to adhere to

astrocytes rather than freely diffusing through interstitial space, as

opposed to the VEGF120 isoform [42]. In this work, only the

VEGF165 isoform is modelled. Two simple astrocyte patterns were

used in the simulations. The first was based on a section of real

retina, which biases the second and fourth cells to become tips, in a

row of four cells, see Fig 3(B, C). This topology was used when

observing system behaviour, and where selection dynamics and

bias were not a concern. To implement this, the state ‘astrocyte’

was assigned to grid sites within a predefined ‘A shape’ pattern as

seen in confocal image Fig 3(B). The second astrocyte pattern was

a simple unbiased square latticework; all cells experience the same

VEGF levels and the same layout of astrocytes ahead. To

implement this the state ‘astrocyte’ was assigned to grid sites within

a predefined pattern of interlacing strutts with equal dimensions,

width 9, depth 4 grid sites, extending to the grid boundaries.

MemAgents could not move into ‘astrocyte’ grid sites; however,

filopodia, given their thin representative size, could co-exist in an

astrocyte grid site.

VEGF adherence to the astrocytes was modelled by allocating a

number of VEGF molecules to grid sites with astrocytes in their

local neighbourhood, starting ahead of the vessel, (only for grid

sites where their y coordinate is greater than gzrv, see Table 1).

VEGF increased linearly in the y axis. However, this alone could

only guide cells straight upwards, and in parallel. To force cells to

meet, in simulations involving anastomosis, a short-range, local

gradient from a point source of VEGF was overlayed. The use of

local gradient ‘signposts’ fits with biological observations [2,43].

Thus the amount of VEGF in each grid site was given by

yvz(
Xi~n

i~1

mi{di){d, ð3Þ

where y is the position of the grid site on the y axis, d is the

distance of the grid site from the point source, d is a small random

fluctuation, the value of which is randomly chosen from zero to 0.3

(the final VEGF level was not allowed to go below zero). v and mi

are the VEGF levels for the linear gradient and any point sources

m respectively. If the distance di exceeds mi or is greater than the

point sources maximum range R, d is reset to equal m and thus no

point source VEGF is allocated in that grid site. The ‘normal’ level

of v was set to 0.2 and m to 0.15 for all runs with point source

VEGF. Point sources were placed at a distance of 16:5 mm from

the vessel, similar to the distance between fusing tip cells in the

zebrafish and mouse retina data presented.

Simulation overview
Referring back to Fig. 2 the whole model is simulated as follows.

Within each timestep all memAgents are updated by: 1) assessing

their nearest neighbours in the look up lattice-grid; 2) calculating

their new receptor activation levels (VEGFR-2 is activated by local

lattice site VEGF levels, Notch is activated by local Dll4 in

Table 4. Spring object internal knowledge settings.

Attribute Description Setting

startNode node spring originates from memAgent
address

endNode node spring culminates at memAgent
address

filopodia is it in a filopodia true/false

junction is it a junction spring between cells true/false

horizontal is it classed as horizontal or vertical true/false

right is it classed as left or right true/false

springAgents list of spring coverage agents belonging
to this spring

memAgent
addresses

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.t004
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Figure 3. In vivo and in silico retinal sprouting, filopodia and astrocytes. (A) A typical confocal image of the developing mouse retinal
vasculature showing endothelial cells with numerous long thin, curved filopodia (pink; isolectin B4 staining) and astrocytes (blue: PDGFRa staining).
(B) A zoomed in section of (A) used as a basis for the simulations, both scale bars~10 mm. Two tip cells can be seen migrating up the prongs of an ‘A’
shaped astrocyte region. (C) The model with matching astrocyte environment. The two tip cells head towards the local point source of VEGF above.
Colour indicates VEGFR-2 level (high - pink (tip cell), low - purple (stalk cell)). Junction springs are shown in white. Shaft adhesions on inserted nodes
along filopodia facilitate realistic local curvature of filopodia. Shaft adhesions also inhibit veil advance (green arrows), giving more realistic cell
morphology. Yellow arrow shows a filopodia where contact with a neighbour cell’s filopodia has triggered veil advance. (D) Switching the shaft node
mechanism off yields unrealistic shape. (E) Confocal image in the retina of a filopodia contact, which may be where signalling takes place to trigger
veil advance. (F) Confocal image in the retina showing apparent inhibition of veil advance by filopodia (green arrow) and a filopodia which appears to
have triggered veil advance (yellow arrow). Pink: isolectin B4 staining of endothelial cells and blue: astrocytes, PDGFRa staining. Tip cells labelled T,
scale bars~5 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g003
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memAgents from a neighbouring cell) then 3) deciding whether to

implement any filopodia behaviours. Subsequently, once all

memAgents have been updated, 4) the off-lattice positions of all

node agents are recalculated; implementing Hookes law and

applying to all springs.

Once all memAgents have updated, each cell agent: 1)

calculates new total levels of active receptors and ligands

(VEGFR-2 receptors are down-regulated by Notch activity, and

Dll4 is up-regulated by VEGFR-2 activity, see text S1 for exact

equations); 2) removes spring and surface agents and calculates

new coverage of the mesh based on new node positions then; 3)

Updated levels of receptors and ligands are equally distributed to

all cell memAgents after a delay representing transcription/

translation rates (Notch and Dll4 are localised to memAgents at

junctions only). The process then repeats.

Results

The three main investigations of this work are detailed in the

following sections. First, the effects of tip cell fusion events on

lateral inhibition, in different VEGF environments are presented,

predicting tip/stalk fates can infact reverse. Then, the effects of

migration and dynamic junction size on the stability of lateral

inhibition as VEGF increases are explored. Normalisation of

selection and sprouting in high VEGF environments is then

achieved by exploring optimal junction arrangements and

reducing the migration response. Finally, validation of the

filopodia-adhesion driven mechanism of migration and fusion is

given by comparing to quantitative experimental live imaging data

and confocal microscopy.

Dll4-Notch lateral inhibition during anastomosis causes
cell fates to flip

Dll4-Notch lateral inhibition between endothelial cells is

responsible for tip cell selection. However, lateral inhibition is an

ongoing process, continuing throughout angiogenesis. The inter-

action between ongoing lateral inhibition and the further stages of

angiogenesis, migration and anastomosis, have not yet been

investigated in vivo, in vitro and not least in silico. An interesting,

unexpected, emergent property of the system was observed in

simulations when migration, anastomosis and lateral inhibition

occur concurrently. The formation of a new junction between

fusing tip cells during anastomosis provides a new border where

the two tip cells now battle, via Dll4/Notch signalling, to inhibit

each other. This causes a destabilisation of the current tip/stalk

pattern and results in one of the fusing tip cells being inhibited, see

video S2 in Supporting Information. We wanted to investigate

whether this emergent property could cause a destabilisation along

the entire vessel, and whether different starting selection patterns

and VEGF concentrations would have an effect.

A vessel containing seven cells was initialised with two point

sources of VEGF placed such that they may induce two loops, see

Fig. 4. However, the number of cells in the vessel preclude more

than one loop forming initially; only two or three tips can be stably

selected from seven cells. Thus if two loops form a flip must have

occurred in a stalk cell, caused by destabilisation from anastomosis

of the first loop. To allow time for two loops to form, the

simulation was run for a maximum of 8000 timesteps. See video

S3 for a typical simulation run. It was found that only two of all the

possible initial tip/stalk patterns could generate a flip in a fate and

produce two loops instead of one: S T S T S S T and S T S S T S

T. This is because they contain an adjacent set of stalk cells. If the

tip cell inhibited during anastomosis is next to the adjacent stalk

cells a row of four adjacent stalk cells is produced. This allows one

stalk cell to flip and become a new tip cell. In the first pattern, the

tip cell required to be inhibited for the flip to occur is cell 4, and in

the second arrangement, cell 5 (furthermore called the ‘correct

cell’ inhibited). The stalk cell that flips is necessarily cell 5 and cell

4 respectively, as the others all still have a strong tip cell neighbour.

Fig. 5(A) shows that the correct cell inhibited causes a flip in fate of

the neighbouring stalk cell to a new tip, forming a second loop in

the majority of cases; if the incorrect tip cell is inhibited, which

could happen due to stochastic events, i.e. cell 2 or 7 respectively,

then no second loop is observed. An arrangement such as S T S T

S T S was found to never result in two loops; a flip of any tip cell to

a stalk cell results in an equally viable arrangement, thus no stalk

cell will flip.

Using VEGFR-2 levels as a marker for cell fate, it can be clearly

seen from Fig. 5(B) that a cell’s fate changes during the simulation.

Once the first loop forms, the central cell indeed flips fate,

triggering the second loop formation. Fig. 5(C) shows that when 10

times the normal VEGF level is used, the behaviour of the system

Figure 4. Simulation showing stalk cells flip fate upon anastomosis. Screenshots of a simulation with seven cells on a square astrocyte lattice
(blue) with two local VEGF point sources (white dots). Cell colour indicates VEGFR-2 receptor levels, pink - high (tip cells), purple - low (stalk cells). (A–
D) initial tip/stalk pattern is selected by Dll4-Notch lateral inhibition. (E) fusion of two tip cells leads to disruption of the stable tip/stalk pattern, as
they become inhibited. (F) a new stable tip/stalk pattern is reached. Inhibition of a fused tip cell causes the neighbouring stalk cell to ‘flip fate’ and
form a second vessel loop as seen in (G,H). It can be seen from (D) that the second loop would not be possible without the flip in cell fates.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g004
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is markedly different; a synchronous oscillation is observed.

Interestingly under these pathological conditions, although new

junctions form at a continuous rate, flipping of cell fates does not

occur: oscillations are impervious to the changes in the network

caused by anastomosis. The higher incidence of new junction

springs in high VEGF, leads to sheet formation of multiple tip

cells, rather than simple fusion of two non-adjacent tip cells. This is

due to all cells attempting to become tip cells during each period of

the oscillation and fusing together. See video S4 for a typical

simulation in high VEGF. This emergent sheet-like sprouting

Figure 5. Graphs showing normal patterning is sensitive to fusion whereas oscillation is robust. (A) Frequency of one hundred events
where cell fate, of one stalk cell to a tip cell, flips (F) or does not flip (NF) given which tip cell has been inhibted by the first anastomosis event - correct
cell (C), the tip cell next to two adjacent stalk cells, or incorrect cell (I), or instead the first fusion event was between adjacent cells (AL). (B) Cell VEGFR-
2 levels over one run in normal VEGF. The light grey region indicates the first selection of tip cells into a stable pattern. This pattern is disrupted by
the generation of new junction springs during the first anastomosis event (black line). A new pattern then stabilises (medium grey region). Similarly,
the dark grey region indicates the third phase of tip cell selection after the second anastomosis event. In the final phase, due to the simplicity of this
particular simulation, the current tip cells become inhibited but no new reversals of fate occur. However, cell division, and extra VEGF point sources
further into the environment, would cause this punctuated instability of cell fates to continue. (C) In 10 times the VEGF concentration a marked
difference is observed in system behaviour. In high VEGF all cells synchronously oscillate between tip and stalk cell fate, unaffected by anastomosis
events. New intercellular junctions are formed at a nearly continuous rate, due to all cells moving forward at once, leading to fusion along adjacent
tip cells aswell as between three and four non-adjacent tip cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g005
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morphology is interestingly consistent with observations of

developing mouse retinas in conditions of excessive VEGF

concentrations by intraocular injection [2].

Junction boundary size can regulate Dll4-Notch tip cell
selection in abnormally high VEGF

Mathematical models of lateral inhibition tend to naturally focus on

regular, symmetric arrangements of cells to avoid any intrinsic or

unintended bias [44,45]. However, the junctions between real

endothelial cells during sprouting are known to be highly contorted,

irregular and indeed dynamic as cells stretch and move, as seen in

Fig. 6(A,B), [3]. This irregularity could, we hypothesised, lead the

unequal Dll4-Notch interactions to bias certain cells to become tips and

thus stabilise a salt and pepper pattern faster. To investigate this, cells

were initiated with irregular junctions and the stability of the system

evaluated. Contrary to our initial simple hypothesis however, the

emergent behaviour of the system exposed a far more important, subtle

role for dynamic junction size in robustness of tip/stalk patterning.

The simulations were performed on a vessel comprising ten

segment regions (10 mm wide), but instead of segments representing

one cell as before, they were divided into two cells. This facilitated

unequal boundaries between neighbouring cells. Four distinct

arrangements of cells were used: two ‘control’ arrangements, with

regular, equal sized junctions and two irregular settings. These

different arrangements were achieved by simply assigning a

boundary offset parameter (in radians) for the position of the

junction between each segment’s two cells, see Fig. 6(C). The

‘Unequal Neighbours’ setting was expected to give the fastest

stabilisation, due to the extra bias of different number of neighbour

cells. As the cells were now half the size of those in previous

simulations, the receptor and ligand levels per cell were also halved.

No Offset. Control: equal junction sizes. Three neighbours

per cell (vertex only neighbours were discounted). Offset set to zero

for all segments.

Equal Offset. Control: equal junction sizes. Five neighbours

per cell. Offset~p for even numbered segments, zero otherwise.

Figure 6. In vivo and in silico elongation of cell-cell junctions by migrating tip cells. (A) Confocal image of two tip cells (blue - isolectin B4
staining) in the mouse retina, stretching the stalk cell between them (green - Transgenic Notch Reporter signal eGFP), and significantly elongating the
junction (highlighted in white). Scale bar~10mm (B) This morphology, where a thin edge of the stalk cell lines the tip cell, is matched in simulation
due to the low mesh spring constant. Tip cells - pink, stalk cells - purple, junction springs: white. (C) Diagram showing the vessel divided into
segments to give two cells per cross section. A single offset parameter defines the position of the segments two cells. The offset runs from 0 to 2p,
where zero divides them along the top of the vessel as indicated by the dotted line. Here the offsets are, in order of segments,
p=2,0,p=4,p=4,p=4,p=2. Having three equal offsets in a row leads the central cells (indicated by an arrow) to have only three neighbours whereas the
cells in the outer segments will have five neighbours.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g006
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Unequal Offset. Unequal junction sizes. Five neighbours per

cell. Offsets for even number segments p=5,p,2p=5,3p=5,6p=5,

zero otherwise.

Unequal Neighbours. Unequal junction sizes. unequal

neighbours, three, four or five per cell. Offsets for even number

segments p=5,p,0,3p=5,6p=5, zero otherwise.

To avoid anastomosis events complicating the results with fate

flipping, a linear gradient of VEGF, on a square astrocyte lattice,

without point sources, was used. The VEGF concentration was

varied between 0.1 and 1.0 molecule per grid site, in 0.1 steps, and

results averaged over 50 runs of 2500 time steps at each VEGF

setting. When a particular salt and pepper pattern had persisted

for 100 time steps the timestep was recorded as the time stability

was reached. The simulations were then all repeated with the

migration of cells switched off, by placing a permanent adhesion at

the base of filopodia, inhibiting cell body advance, and results

compared to elucidate any effects of migration on junctions and

stability. Fig. 7(A) shows that both unequal junction arrangements

with migration fair the best in terms of quickly forming a stable

pattern, particularly in simulations run at higher VEGF

concentrations. However, there are surprisingly large error bars,

particularly in lower VEGF levels, rendering conclusions unreli-

able. The occurrence of such variability in stabilisation rate was

intruiging and unexpected. Thus a deeper evaluation of this

variability was performed.

Investigation of stabilisation variability. The above

variability in stabilisation score was found to be due to outlier

runs which failed to stabilise. As they failed to stabilise they

received a score of 2500 (the maximum number of time steps),

which then skewed the standard deviation. The simulations were

repeated but this time each run was classified as either ‘stabilised’

or ‘outlier’. Figs. 7(C) and (D) show the stability scores for the

stabilised runs with outliers removed. Error bars, particularly in

lower VEGF settings, are significantly reduced and the trends are

clearer to distinguish. Surprisingly, the ‘Equal Offset’ control

arrangement was consistently faster to stabilise than the others,

with the other control arrangement , ‘No Offset’, the other regular

arrangement, being the slowest. This suggested something other

than regularity of junction size was behind the increased rate.

We hypothesised three reasons why a stable pattern could not

be reached by outliers: 1) not enough VEGF is present so lateral

inhibition cannot function; 2) too much VEGF causes an

oscillation of cell fates; or 3) a stable salt and pepper pattern has

occurred along most of the vessel except for two adjacent tip cells

persisting. This third case could theoretically arise as Dll4 and

Notch are equally distributed around each cells periphery,

meaning that two cells which border along a small junction may

not present enough Dll4/Notch to each other to establish a clear

tip/stalk distinction. To investigate this, three criteria of outlier

runs were assessed: 1) how long the pattern present at the final

timestep had been stable for, see Supporting Information (text S1)

for method; 2) the number of adjacent tip cells present and; 3) the

average size of the junction between any adjacent tip cells selected.

Outliers were then divided into two groups, those with or

without adjacent tip cells. Fig. 8(A–H) shows the frequency of

stabilised runs compared to these two outlier types. Clearly, the

type of arrangement affects the likelihood of outliers. Both control

arrangements, with equal junction sizes, produce more outlier runs

as VEGF levels increase. The unequal arrangements, when

migration is switched off, produce many outliers in low VEGF,

but their ability to stabilise is surprisingly enhanced by increasing

levels.

As summarised in Fig. 8(I) and (J), our hypothesis that outliers

have three possible causes appears to hold. For both unequal

arrangements, where adjacent tip cells are present, the pattern

achieved has actually been stable for approximately half the run

time. However, the stable pattern is not classical salt and pepper.

One, or occasionally two pairs of adjacent tip cells are present.

Figure 7. Graphs comparing selection stabilisation rates. Graphs showing the timestep when a salt and pepper pattern had been stable for at
least 100 timesteps. Thin line - no offset, thick line - unequal neighbours, dotted line - equal offset, dashed line - unequal offset. (A) with migration, (B)
no migration. Simulations were repeated but outlier runs which did not stabilise were removed. With migration (C) and without migration (D).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g007
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Fig. 8(K) and (L) show that the junctions between these adjacent tip

cells are indeed the smallest junctions present in that arrangement.

Rather than an incidence of adjacent tip cells, the ‘No Offset’

outliers, are clearly due to oscillations occurring; here the stability

score is extremely low and the number of adjacent tip cells high.

Implications of junction size and normalisation by

reduced migration. The above observations concerning

outlier events point to an alternative hypothesis, that it is not

uniformity/irregularity of junction size that is important for

stabilisation rate, but simply, the actual size of the junctions.

Indeed we can make the assertion that for a salt and pepper

pattern to stabilise quickly, junction size should be inversely

proportional to the amount of VEGF.

With a smaller junction size between two cells, they experience

less Dll4 from each other (as Dll4 is equally distributed around the

cells entire boundary of junctions). Therefore, in lower VEGF

environments, two cells with a small junction may not be able to

inhibit each other enough to differentiate. Equally, if the junction

is large, in high VEGF the high Dll4 levels between the cells will

form a prerequisite for oscillation, as seen in the ‘No Offset’

arrangement. Figs. 9(A) and (B) show that, even with migration

(which clearly increases the range of junction sizes), the minimum

junction sizes in this arrangement are greater than in all other

arrangements; it rapidly descends into oscillatory behaviour. The

arrangement with the most condensed junction size range is Equal

Offset, see Fig. 9(A) and (B), and is indeed observed to stabilise the

fastest with and without migration.

Thus, a small junction in high VEGF is advantageous, as the

smaller proportion of Dll4 presented means oscillations are

avoided. Interestingly, this suggests that a reduction in junction

size alone is equivalent to a reduction in Dll4 levels, which is

known to normalise angiogenesis in high VEGF environments

[46–48]. Two optimised junction arrangements were engineered

to test this. From Fig. 9(A) and (B) it was hypothesised that both

maximum and minimum junction size for these arrangements

should be just under thirty memAgents to achieve optimal results.

In the first optimised setting, with equal junctions, all junctions

were initially set to 27 memAgents long (3p=5 offset). The second

had unequal junctions ranging between 27–32 memAgents (using

the following offsets per segment in the vessel: p=5,3p=5,p,
3p=5,0,2p=5,p,2p=5,p,3p=5). With migration this of course

stretched to a wider range. The optimised settings show a stark

improvement in the stabilisation rate (Fig. 9(C) and (D)) and

reduction in adjacent incidents across VEGF levels (Fig. 9(E–H),

showing this theory to be correct. However, with migration the

widening means some outliers still occur.

Figure 8. Frequency of runs which could not stabilise (outliers) for each junction arrangement setting. (A–H)Thick line - stabilised runs,
thin line - outlier runs with at least two tip cells adjacent, dotted line - outlier runs with no adjacent tip cells. (I,J) Outliers tend to have actually
stabilised (not oscillating) but with just one or two sets of two adjacent tip cells (pink line), thin line - no offset, thick line - unequal neighbours, dotted
line - equal offset, dashed line - unequal offset. (I) with migration, (J) no migration. (K,L) Adjacent tip cells are shown to share the smallest junction
possible in that cell arrangement. Actual smallest junction size possible (MIN) and the sizes of junctions between adjacent tip cells in outlier runs,
observed for unequal offset and unequal neighbour arrangements respectively (averaged over 50 runs).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g008
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It becomes clear that reducing migration will reduce junction

stretching, facilitating stable selection into higher VEGF. Fig. 9(I)

shows fast selection is indeed possible with migration reduced

(parameter C in the probabilistic equation determining activation

of actin, see [31] or Supplementary text S1) by the same scalar that

VEGF is increased by. C-scaling clearly makes a big improvement

in both: 1) increasing the minimum junction size; and 2) reducing

the maximum for all arrangements, Fig. 9(J).

One approach to reduce the actin-migratory response in vivo is

reduce actin polymerisation using for example, SRF-inhibitors.

SRF is a transcription factor which controls, amongst other things,

expression of cytokeletal proteins [49]. SRF activity, in endothelial

cells, is restricted to those in forming capillaries. SRF inactivation

in normal development results in altered tip cell morphology but

the same number of tip cells, hence Notch and Dll4 expression are

unaffected. SRF negative tip cells are more ballooned (less

stretched), with less filopodia and weaker junctions [50], suggesting

that tip cell migration is indeed impaired. Moreover, inhibition of

endothelial cell migration is currently considered as a potential

mechanisms to inhibit tumour angiogenesis [51]. Our observations

now suggest that such an approach may instead have novel

implications for the use in vessel normalization therapy. The

effects on normalising oscillatory selection via changes in junction

size have so far not been investigated experimentally.

Figure 9. Graphs comparing junction size range and improved behaviour of optimised junction arrangements compared with
previous arrangements. (A) minimum (grey) and maximum (black) junction sizes (measured by counting the number of memAgents along a
junction, for adjacent cells if both are exposed to VEGF), averaged over 50 runs, no migration, (B) with migration. (C) Timestep at which stable runs
reached the salt and pepper pattern with the optimised equal offset (dotted line) and optimized unequal offset (thin line) arrangements, with
migration. (D) no migration. (E–H) frequency plots showing that the optimised arrangements have little or no outlier runs. Thick line - stable runs, thin
line - outlier with adjacent tip cells, dotted line - outliers with no adjacent tip cells. (I) Graph showing that Reducing the C parameter, which scales the
probability of being awarded an actin token upon receptor activation, by the same amount that VEGF has been increased by (scalar x) allows the two
optimal junction arrangements to stabilise the salt and pepper pattern faster, even into very high VEGF (upto 7 times the normal setting of 0.25
molecules per grid site). Thin line - unequal optimal offset; dotted line - equal optimal offset. Scaling the C parameter, however, does not increase
stabilisation rate of the no-offset arrangement as VEGF increases, as the difference is too small between minimum and maximum junction size in this
arrangement. (J) the minimum and maximum junction sizes at t = 2500 when VEGF = 4 times normal setting and C is comparably scaled to one fourth
its original value. With C-scaling the maximum is reduced and the minimum increased.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g009
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Predicting a role for filopodia adhesions in tip cell
migration and anastomosis: matching in vivo data

Here we show that the ‘veil advance’ mechanism for migration and

navigation, based on filopodia adhesion signalling described in [33],

yields realistic tip cell morphology and behaviour during migration

and anastomosis. Figure 3 shows characteristic retinal tip cell

morphology; filopodia can be very long and curved. Often tip cells

display large numbers of filopodia without any evidence of migration

of the main cell body (Fig. 3(F) green arrow). Fig. 3(E) white arrow,

and (F) yellow arrow, show that where filopodia from different tip

cells appear to have met, significantly more cell body has been pulled

up along them. Figure 3(D) shows that switching off the filopodia-led

veil advance mechanism yields unrealistic tip cell morphology. This is

for two reasons, firstly the filopodia are entirely straight, having no

mechanism for curvature without adhesions. Secondly, with

adhesions veil advance can be delayed until the optimal direction

for migration has been found; instead, without adhesions, cells

instantly begin migrating in all directions, along every filopodia, with

multiple environmental cues this would be highly inefficient in vivo.

Without the veil advance mechanism, or a similar process, the

morphology indicated by the green arrow in Fig. 3(F), with filopodia

but no cell body advance, would not be possible.

Subsequently, time lapse in vivo movies were taken of developing

intersomitic vasculature in the trunk region of zebrafish embryos

(the retina cannot currently be live imaged) to validate the

simulated veil advance mechanism (see video S1). Quantifications

were made in the zebrafish and simulations concerning: a) the

number of contacts between tip cell filopodia; b) how long they

remained in contact and c) how long it took between 1) the first

contact made between filopodia and fusion of the two tip cells, and

2) the final filopodia contact and fusion of the two tip cells. See

Supporting Information (text S4, figs S6 and S7) for the live

imaging method, specific parameter settings and the methods used

in the simulations.

The graphs in Fig. 10 show that a similar frequency distribution

of contact lifetimes is obtained in simulation to in vivo, with a

smoother curve in simulation due to averaging over fifty runs

compared to eight anastomosis events in vivo. The in silico and in

vivo contact time frequency were found to have no significant

difference (pw0:05,x2{test). Fig. 10(C) and (D) show the time

between the first filopodia contact and tip-tip fusion, and the time

from the last filopodia contact and fusion are also similar in

simulation to in vivo. It takes slightly longer to fuse from the first

contact in simulation, however, the average time from final

contact until fusion is almost exact.

Spring constant sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity of

most model parameters were investigated in [31]. To test the

sensitivity of the system to the new spring-based parameters, the

following analysis was performed. The seven constants and ideal

lengths, detailed in Table 1 were assigned a randomly chosen real

value between 0.1 and 1. The system, with four cells as used in the

previous section and described in text S4, was then evaluated after

2500 time steps. The resulting stage of development reached was

classified as either: 1) failed (a salt and pepper pattern could not be

achieved); 2) selected (a salt and pepper pattern has been reached

and remained stable for 100 time steps, but no tip cell fusion

occurs); 3) fused (a salt and pepper pattern was achieved and two

tip cells fused); 4) flipped (a salt and pepper pattern was achieved

and after two tip cells fused, one flipped fate to a stalk cell and

remained stable for at least 50 time steps).

It is clear from Fig 11(A) that all runs which fail to achieve a salt

and pepper pattern have a very low setting for Ln, the ideal spring

Figure 10. Graphs comparing in vivo and in silico filopodia contact data. (A) Frequency plot of simulation contact time distribution, averaged
over 50 runs. (B) in vivo frequency, averaged over eight anastomosis events in live imaging of the developing zebrafish. (C) Scatter plot of the time
from the first contact made until fusion and time from the last contact made until fusion, in silico and (D) in vivo.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g010
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length in the general cell mesh. A low setting for this parameter

generates excessive tension in the mesh and causes the cells to

collapse inwards on themselves in an unrealistic manner, pulling

them away from the VEGF gradient, thus no VEGFR-2 signalling

occurs and the pattern is not generated. The ‘selected’ runs which

failed to generate anastomosis clearly from Fig. 11(B) had a very

low value for kf the parameter determining how quickly the veil is

pulled up once stalk node adhesions have been released (filopodia

spring constant). If this is too low then the cell bodies of the two

cells will not reach each other to fuse before the final time step.

The majority of runs however did fuse and a flip in fate was

observed, even across a wide range of parameter settings,

Fig 11(C,D). Thus we can conclude that as long as both Ln and

kf are both set reasonably high, the behaviour of the system is

robust to changes in spring constant changes. However, although

the system behaviour is functionally similar across different

settings, not all will yield realistic morphological dynamics and

rates for fusion. It is important that cells match morphological,

confocal data as the spatial arrangement of cells affects the local

levels of receptor activation, and the tension in the spring mesh

will affect the speed of migration and fusion, which in turn

determines the overall sprouting behaviour of the system. Hence

the specific settings used both generated reliable functional

behaviour but also matched the curvature, morphology and

reasonable rates of migration and fusion based on close

comparison with confocal data.

Discussion

Here we have presented the significant extension of physical

tension to our existing agent-based model, and considered the

minimal, interlaced, pathways of ongoing lateral inhibition-driven

tip cell selection, actin-driven migration and sprout fusion in

normal and pathological angiogenesis. Through three separate

investigations we arrived at a number of significant predictions.

First, we reported emergent phenomena observed in simulations,

showing anastomosis destabilises the established tip/stalk pattern

and causes cell fates to flip. We also showed, in high VEGF,

oscillations are robust to fusion events. Based on these simulation

results the phrase ‘cell fate’ no longer seems appropriate for tip/

Figure 11. Spring constant sensitivity analysis results. The average setting for each spring parameter when the four stages of development
are achieved by the final time step, see Table 1. (A) runs that failed to achieve a salt and pepper pattern noticeably have very low Ln values. (B) runs
that selected tip cells but did not fuse had very low kf values, (C) runs where tip cells fused and one flipped fate show robustness to most parameter
settings as long as the previously mentioned constants were set high. (D) Comparing the frequency of each possible outcome against runs with the
parameter settings used in all other simulations, detailed in Table 1, which almost always show a flip in fate and never fail to select the salt and
pepper pattern.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.g011
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stalk cells. Instead, given their reversible nature we suggest they be

viewed as ‘phenotypes in flux’.

The second investigation focused on the effects of realistic,

unequal cell-cell junction sizes on tip cell selection. This study gave

surprising and intriguing results: if average junction size is

inversely proportional to the VEGF level, then normal selection

is possible, regardless of the VEGF level. Our initial hypothesis

was that unequal junctions would simply increase selection rate

due to the inherent bias. Instead, actual junction size, rather than

relative size difference, was found to be a key, novel factor for fast

and stable selection. Migration was shown to pull and stretch

junctions, widening the range of sizes, which in turn feeds back to

reduce stability of tip/stalk patterning in high VEGF. We showed

that reducing migration, via the use of simulated actin polymer-

isation inhibitors, can reduce junction stretching and allow normal

selection to occur in pathologically high VEGF. Lastly we

quantitatively validated the novel filopodia-adhesion mechanism,

seen only before in neuronal growth cones, against new in vivo live

imaging data in zebrafish, establishing it as a plausible model

deserving further investigation.

These results suggest migration is a key positive feedback loop

involved in switching between normal and pathological angiogen-

esis. Figure 1(B) shows how the migration and selection protein

pathways inter-relate. It is clear, just in terms of protein-pathways,

that the positive feedback of migration will affect the functioning of

the negative-feedback selection pathway; increased VEGFR-2

activity levels caused by migration will increase Dll4 expression,

which can lead to abnormal oscillations. Positive feedback is

known to make oscillations generated by negative feedback more

robust in other biological systems, e.g. in the cell cycle, circadian

rhythms and in tunable synthetic biological systems [52–54].

Interestingly it appears that the angiogenic sprouting system may

exhibit more robustness in its pathological behaviour than in its

normal functioning and may explain why it exhibits such

sensitivity to VEGF levels, falling into abnormal development at

just two times the normal amount [55].

Modularity, the localisation of functionally distinct processes to

independent pathways, is known to improve the robustness of a

system [56]; mutations or perturbations in one process are unable to

disrupt those in a separate pathway. However, the sprouting

pathway architecture, Fig. 1(B) clearly exhibits a lack of modularity;

VEGFR-2 is central to migration and selection. Disruptions in

VEGFR-2 activation will cause both processes to be affected, which

in turn affects fusion events and the network integrity.

It has been argued that biological systems, in particular

morphogenesis, are intrinsically robust [56–58]. Thus, it is

interesting to uncover a case where the system shows sensitivity

under normal conditions and may instead fall into robust

pathological behaviour. However, it has also been argued that

robustness may be a by-product of morphogenesis evolution, rather

than directly selected for [59]; as such its omission in a particular

developmental process is not unlikely, if a non-robust mechanism

had other selective advantages. Indeed we have shown that the

sensitivity of selection to fusion events, disrupting cell fates, has the

advantage that new tip cells are rapidly selected, allowing the

recursive generation of sprout loops, without requiring a long wait

for cell division to provide new tips. Insights into such trade-offs

between robustness and performance, and why pathological systems

fail, has been highlighted for its therapeutic value [56]. Here it has

enabled us to arrive at a new insight: that therapeutic intervention of

the migration pathways in endothelial cells could aid normalisation

of angiogenesis in diseases characterised by high VEGF levels. Our

computer model, with its unique blend of spatial cell migratory

morphological plasticity and local signal interpretation capacity, is

central to making these observations, which could not have been

achieved with any other model currently available.

Nevertheless, as with all computer models, development is an

ongoing and cyclical process, predictions lead to more data which

can then be incorporated to further improve the realism and

predictive power of the model. Indeed the model is also designed

for both extension and translation to other biological domains

involving migration and social interaction of cells. Many more

features, pathways and mechanisms are intended to be included in

future development of the model. Also new experiments are being

devised to test predictions and novel questions raised by the model.

For example, we assume that Dll4 and Notch are evenly

distributed around a cell’s junctions, leading to the importance

of junction size in pattern selection. In future work we intend to

investigate whether cells can localise or cluster these proteins.

However, as sprouting is disrupted in high VEGF it follows that

even distribution is more likely.

Cell growth and division were excluded in this study to maintain

focus on the early, necessary and sufficient stages of sprouting:

migration, fusion and lateral inhibition. Cell division is not

necessary for initial sprouting and fusion in early plexus formation

[60]. Moreover, stalk cell division was not expected to cause

disruption to selection. If the stalk cell dividing already neighbours

another stalk cell then the row of three produced will cause the

central one to default to a tip cell without destabilising the other tip

cells nearby. However, division may well affect local junction

arrangements as the new cells shuffle into position, thus impacting

on the robustness of tip/stalk patterning.

The spring agent model described here, is ideally suited for

extension to include growth and division. New rows, or columns,

of nodes and springs can be inserted to mimic cell growth; the

mesh can be divided into two for division. Further more, we aim to

investigate the system in terms of more dynamic and complex

environments. Currently to avoid unintended bias and keep the

model simple the gradients of VEGF have been kept static.

However, now the model has been fully validated in this simple

setup, multiple competing, diffusing signals in the environment can

be explored. Indeed utilising this systems biology approach, with a

complex dynamic environment, may prove fundamental to

understanding the careful balance needed to normalise angiogen-

esis across the spectrum of complex, pathological conditions.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Curvature of sprouts in vivo caused by cell tension,

not strict adherence to astrocyte prepattern. (A)–(C) Screenshots

from the movie supplied in video S5 of developing mouse retina

vasculature. The endothelial cells (pink; isolectin B staining), at

certain points overlap the astrocytes (blue; PDGFR staining),

indicated with arrows, showing the curvature of the blood vessels is

due to cell tension rather than strict adherence to the astrocytes.

(D)–(E) Screens shots of the model zoomed in to show the

endothelial cells in the model (black) also overlap the astrocytes

(blue) due to tension in the mesh rather than strict adherence to

the astrocyte prepattern, as exhibited in the retina. (F)–(G)

Confocal images of the retina with astrocytes in blue) and

endothelial cells (pink). (F) Only endothelial cells shown. In (G) it is

clear that regions with the endothelial cells have much thicker

astrocytes, which closely match the vascular morphology, whereas

the top area, which has no endothelial cells, has much thinner

astrocytes. This variation in astrocyte thickness is caused by the

astrocytes remodelling and adapting their shape to fit with the

endothelial cells lying on top of them.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s001 (1.49 MB TIF)
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Figure S2 Spring positional labelling. The following notation is

used for the four connecting nodes to any given node P,

Nrh,Nlh,Nrv,Nlv, where subscripts indicate positions, right

horizontal, left horizontal, right vertical, left vertical. This notation

clarifies procedures associated with mesh manipulation algorithms

such as the surface agent coverage and cell growth functionalities.

(B) For surface agent coverage, the upper and lower triangles from

a node P are defined by the above spring positions.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s002 (0.41 MB EPS)

Figure S3 The voxelisation process for surface agent coverage.

A surface agent is created at every grid site position that each mesh

triangle intersects. For each grid site near the triangle the following

two tests are performed: triangle-line/cube-plane intersection and

triangle-plane/cube-diagonal intersection.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s003 (0.43 MB EPS)

Figure S4 Spring agent coverage. The grid sites which the

springs pass through have a non-node agent created in them. Each

timestep this coverage process is repeated to maintain an upto date

continuous coverage of the membrane.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s004 (0.45 MB EPS)

Figure S5 The voxelised mesh. A two-dimensional representa-

tion of a single cell. Three screen shots through one simulation of

the model showing surface and spring agent coverage. Node

agents black, surface agents dark grey, spring agents light grey.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s005 (0.08 MB TIF)

Figure S6 Frames from time lapse microscopy of the developing

zebrafish embryo. Frames taken every 2 minutes. Initially

filopodia appear to be inhibiting veil advance. Arrow points to

veil advance occurring on a tip cell (left), once initial contact

between its filopodia ad another tip cell’s (right) has been made.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s006 (8.27 MB TIF)

Figure S7 In vivo time-lapse confocal images of intersegmental

vessel during anastomosis in zebrafish embryo. Arrow in (B)

indicates contact site. Two minutes elapsed between images.

Images are 2D projections of 55 optical depth sections taken with a

spinning disk confocal system, 606.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s007 (0.92 MB TIF)

Text S1 The memAgent model.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s008 (0.04 MB PDF)

Text S2 Supporting evidence that cell membrane curvature is

driven by tension in the actin cortex not astrocyte pre-pattern.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s009 (0.02 MB PDF)

Text S3 Voxelisation method.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s010 (0.02 MB PDF)

Text S4 Live imaging and simulation method specifics for

quantification of the contact-veil advance filopodia mechanism.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s011 (0.03 MB PDF)

Video S1 Time-lapse confocal microscopy of intersegmental tip

cells during anastomosis in the zebrafish embryo. 2D projections of

55 optical depth sections taken with a spinning disk confocal

system, 606.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s012 (7.53 MB

MOV)

Video S2 Simulation showing fusing tip cell becoming inhibited.

Movie of simulation on A shape retina section astrocytes, with

point source at the top of the A frame, showing two tip cells being

selected, migrating and fusing. Upon fusion both tip cells begin to

inhibit each other, briefly disrupting the stable selection pattern.

Eventually a new, stable state, is reached with one tip cell flipping

to the alternate cell fate, a stalk cell.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s013 (6.59 MB

MPG)

Video S3 Simulation showing stalk cell flipping fate and

facilitating a second loop. Simulation of a 7 cell vessel, showing

flipping of tip, and neighbouring stalk cell fates, upon anastomosis.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s014 (6.34 MB

MPG)

Video S4 Simulation showing oscillation in high VEGF.

Simulation, for a 7 cell vessel, within a high VEGF (106)

environment showing synchronous oscillation of all cells between

all tip and all stalk cells. During the all tip phase, cells migrate and

fuse in a realistic abnormal sheet-like morphology.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s015 (2.62 MB

MPG)

Video S5 Movie of confocal image showing membrane

curvature. Movie fading the pink channel (isolectin B staining) to

show the endothelial cells at certain points overlap the astrocytes

(blue; PDGFRa staining) rather than strictly following their

curvature.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000549.s016 (5.68 MB

MOV)
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